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!  All newsmedia companies 
face economic downturn 

!  Confusing the worst 
downturn in 8 decades 

!  A lot of hysteria with 
journalists writing about 
journalists 

!  Recession-ridden newspapers 

!  Debt-ridden newspapers 

!  Most debt-ridden newspapers 
concentrated in U.S., U.K. 

What I learned from my talks 
with INMA publishers 



Advertising industry discussions from New York, London impact others 

The megaphones 



How discussions in New York and London affect advertising thinking 

The megaphones 



Is what’s happening in U.S./
U.K. tip of iceberg? 

!  Short-term (2009-2011): “no” 

!  Beyond recession conditions, 
horrific nature of certain 
newspapers in these countries is 
about debt 

!  Acceleration of trends by 
consumers and advertisers pre-
recession: internet, mobile 

!  Factors: a) trend-lines of 
demography and literacy; b) 
broadband internet 
penetration; c) business 
models; d) national culture 



What is unique                              
to U.S./U.K.? 

"  Debt: Debt loads astronomical: McClatchy, Tribune, Lee, Star 
Tribune, Philadelphia, Johnston Press, Trinity Mirror, others 

"  Broadband: How high is broadband internet penetration? 

"  Advertising: How mature are advertising markets? 

"  Profitability: Expectation of high profit margins (20%-25%)? 

"  Public perceptions: Poor public perception of news on paper 
and your brand 



What is not unique                              
to U.S./U.K.? 

"  Capital budgets: Huge capital budgets tied up in printing 
presses, not databases and CRM 

"  Strange internal cultures: Editorial, production cultures 
dominate over “market culture” 

"  Vertical organisations: 19th century silo’d organisational 
structures that discourage communication, innovation 

"  Collapse of classifieds: Global tsunami impacting real 
estate, housing, automotive advertising 



Vast majority of national newspaper industries will return to normal 

Post-recession (2011) 

Business 
as usual 

Symptoms 
of change 

Internet 
disruption 

Scale of 
disruption 



Some are seeing symptoms of structural change 

Post-recession (2011) 

Business 
as usual 

Symptoms 
of change 

Internet 
disruption 

Scale of 
disruption 



Others seeing internet destroy their countries’ business models 

Post-recession (2011) 

Business 
as usual 

Symptoms 
of change 

Internet 
disruption 

Scale of 
disruption 



Others seeing internet destroy their countries’ business models 

Post-recession (2015) 

Business 
as usual 

Symptoms 
of change 

Internet 
disruption 

Scale of 
disruption 



Others seeing internet destroy their countries’ business models 

Post-recession (2020) 

Business 
as usual 

Symptoms 
of change 

Internet 
disruption 

Scale of 
disruption 



!  Certain business models 

!  Certain business 
circumstances 

!  Certain market 
environments 

!  Recession exposes 
vulnerabilities 

Today’s newspaper isn’t 
universally dying 



Today’s presentation 
1.  Are we facing the death of 

newspapers? 

2.  Short-term and mid-term 
prism of planning 

3.  How can we change what we 
do to match our audiences 
across platforms with new 
needs of advertisers? 

4.  How can we determine the 
value of content, and how do 
we price that content? 

5.  How can we prepare for the 
“real” revolutions ahead? 



Prism for planning 



Print newspaper advertising  
in U.S.: 1985 levels (adjusted for inflation: 1968) 



Print newspaper advertising  
in U.S. down 45% since 2005 



U.S. advertising and marketing 
share 2002-2012 

Source: Veronis Suhler 2009 

47% 32% 41% 

7% 27% 13% 

48% 42% 46% 



!  Short-term (2010): tepid 
economic growth, uneven return of 
classified verticals, flirtation by 
advertisers with digital 

!  Mid-term (2011-2015): growth 
returns, moving toward 100% 
broadband penetration, doubling of 
broadband speed, market saturation 
of smartphones  

!  It’s about advertising: Too much 
emphasis on what’s happening with 
print circulation; issue is advertising 
and business models 

!  Print’s USP: What is USP of print in 
this emerging universe? 

What prism do we use                   
for planning? 



1.  What are consumers willing to pay for? 

2.  How do we integrate from 
“newsroom to board room” – while still 
respecting USPs of each medium? 

3.  How do we leverage the synergies of 
multi-media to generate incremental 
revenue? 

4.  How do we position the idea of 
newspapers as a “hybrid medium” in 
the minds of advertisers? 

5.  What are we marketing? A cross-
platform consumer membership 
package? A brand? Or do we focus on 
driving interaction on specific 
platforms? 

5 great questions for 2010 



Reformation and 
Renaissance of media 



Age of Mass Media 
"  Newspapers 
"  Television 
"  Magazines 
"  Radio 
"  Outdoor 

… we talked to the forest 



Age of Niche Media 
"  Zoned newspapers 
"  Cable TV 
"  Niche magazines 
"  Niche radio 
"  Outdoor 

… we talked to the tree 
in the forest 



Age of Micro Media 
"  Blogs 
"  Social networks 
"  SMS 
"  Magazines-on-demand 
"  Podcasts 
"  E-mail 

… we talked to the 
leaves in the tree in 
the forest (and the 
leaves talked with 
each other) 





Power of news on paper 
Deep engagement 

Deep loyalty and passion 

A canvass of emotion 

Opt-in medium to bypass avoiders of media 

Excellent mass medium and niche medium 

Tangible influencer of society 



Marketing: a contest for the 
consumer’s attention 

!  In 2009, average consumer will see 1 
million marketing messages (3,000 per day) 

!  60% of Americans have home telephone on 
a “no call” list 

!  Spam filters prevent commercial e-mail to 
reach consumers 

!  Finland: 400,000 consumers register for list 
… do not call, e-mail or mail me (10% of 
population) 

!  Technology now blocks or skips over 
significant amounts of TV viewing 

”Marketing is a contest 
for people's attention. 
Thirty years ago, people 
gave you their attention 
if you simply asked for 
it. That's not true 
anymore.” 

-- Seth Godin  



!  How do we evolve from audiences 
of geography to audiences of 
passion niches? 

!  What is the best medium to reach 
these audiences? 

!  How do we balance our mass-
market societal role with how 
technology is re-shaping audiences? 

!  How do we acquire tools to engage 
with micro-audiences? 

!  Our choice: multi-media 
providers of content and 
audience solutions 

“Newspapers” adapt to the                           
“Age of Micro Media” 





!  High-quality audience 

!  Engaged audience 

!  Loyal audience across 
platforms 

!  Ready to move from 
audiences to communities 

!  Respectful of differences 
in how audiences use 
platforms 

!  We want to provide multi-
media solutions to reach 
our audiences 

Audience-focused,            
audience-obsessed 

circulation >> readership >> 
audiences >> communities 



!  Print for mass-market 
journalism and passionate 
niche audiences 

!  Web and mobile for timely 
news 

!  Mobile for location-based 
news and advertising 

!  Social networks for granular 

!  New forms of content for 
engagement: mashups, video 

!  Our USPs are deep content, 
deep audiences 

Multi-media provider                
of audience solutions 



Integrated advertising 
sales 



!  What best describes your status 
in terms of integrating print and 
online sales? 

!  Why are you moving in this 
direction, or what results from 
integration? 

!  What lessons would you share 
with peers about the transition to 
integrated sales? 

!  All but a few are integrated or in 
the process of integrating 

Asked 10 INMA members  
about sales integration 



!  Because advertisers and agencies 
are re-organising for cross-media 
conversations 

!  To enable advertisers to optimise 
their performance across channels 

!  Having only one person visit the 
same client 

!  More customer contacts 

!  Integrated cross-media products 
make more money 

!  Package selling at key accounts 

!  Cut expenses 

Reasons to integrate print and 
online advertising sales 



!  Unionised sales forces, though yielding in 
this economy 

!  Internal sales culture: print reps don’t 
know online … and online reps refuse to 
sell print 

!  Anecdote: major U.S. company had 50% 
of online sales reps quit when forced to 
sell print 

!  Lack of an integrated back-end: 
inventory tracking/management, rate 
structure, supporting systems 

!  More complicated to sell online products 
than print products, many advertisers not 
ready 

Impediments to success: 
lessons from first-movers 



!  Keep products simple; don’t make 
customers think 

!  You run most important web site in 
your region; don’t talk about Google 

!  It’s about selling, not technology 

!  “Blow it up and start all over”: put 
“fence” around off-line sales team 
and focus on building new team to 
sell new media, preferably 
outsourced with proper commission 
structure, training, management 
support 

!  Integrate at the Sales Manager level 

Helpful suggestions from        
first-movers 



!  Fully integrated entire business 
across print, web, mobile platforms 
for jobs, homes, cars classifieds: 
volumes for print/digital growing 
again, clients and staff happy 

!  Fully integrated sales in business 
media division (including Australian 
Financial Review) 

!  Moving towards integrating national/
retail display side of metropolitan 
newspapers and web sites 

!  Top 50 accounts are “virtually 
integrated,” go through central 
“integrated services” team to 
coordinate major pitches across print 
and digital; each business unit 
maintains its own account executives 
(under review now) 

Case study: Fairfax Media 



!  Critical lesson for Fairfax: 
classifieds integration should 
have been done sooner 

!  Advice: do it in front-footed 
manner to surprise and delight 
clients 

!  Don’t do it in negative way at 
their behest or you will drop yield 

!  Brilliant staff training crucial for 
transition 

!  Do this simultaneous to main 
media buying agencies merging 
their buying 

Case study: Fairfax Media 



Integrate in conjunction with your advertising community 

Transitions imperfect: consider workarounds 

Integrate to make sales process more efficient, impactful 

Conclusions: integrated 
advertising sales 



If advertisers won’t 
pay the bills, who will? 



Key principles: consumer-pay 

1.  Less than 75% of print advertising will return, too much 
abundance online to drive up CPMs 

2.  Advertising a smaller part revenue pie, but won’t disappear 

3.  Consumers will pay, but can’t absorb full cost of journalism 

4.  Narrative journalism will be at core of what we do, but may 
not be key to audience development 

5.  We will produce more for audiences that pay and less for 
audiences that don’t pay 



What publishers tell INMA 
Reacting to advertising declines, consumers pay more 

!  India: radical re-thinking of low print circulation price model 

!  Switzerland: grow online audience, drive e-commerce 

!  United States: doubling of print subscription prices 

!  Indonesia: charging expatriates for online access 

!  Australia: pay walls to deliver online revenue, protect print 

!  United Kingdom: value-added membership formulas 



“If newspapers can’t monetise the 
content in new digital channels at the 

same level as with print, or cut structural 
costs enough to keep up with the 

changing competitive environment, the 
prospect of additional recapitalisations or 

shutdowns will grow, adding further 
pressure to ratings.” 

– John Puchalla, Senior Analyst, Moody’s, June 4, 2009  



What is the reader perception of the print bundle? 

What is the reader perception of disaggregated digital content? 

What is the atomic unit of our content? 

What are the variable values of our audiences to advertisers? 

What content drives passion? 

Important: It doesn’t matter how we perceive ourselves 

Monetise = back to basics 



Unbundling print 



Print bundle protects all 

Content Verticals 

News 
Sports 
Business 
Features 

Advertising Verticals 

Classifieds 
Local retail 

National 

The Newspaper Bundle 



The crumbling bundle 
!  When newspaper moves 

online, the bundle falls 
apart 

!  Each story, each section 
stands “naked in the 
marketplace” 

!  Invisible system of 
subsidisation 
disappears 

!  Subtle effects on 
journalism and story 
selection 



!  Expense of printing created 
environment where Sears 
subsidised your Washington 
bureau 

!  No deep link between 
advertising and reporting 

!  Advertisers had no choice 

!  Today, a deep cultural 
practice nobody thinks about 

!  Effects of printing cost are 
being destroyed by internet 

Link between news and 
advertising being severed 



Content verticals 

Breaking news 
Investigative journalism 
Wire service news 
Pack journalism 
Local sports 
National sports 
Stock listings 
Weather 
Puzzles 
Photography 

Advertising verticals 

Property 
Jobs 
Cars 

Private-party 
Local retail 

National 
Matrimonials 

Brand 
Price-point 

All categories 

The Newspaper Bundle 

Every unit of content           
must have value 



From reader’s perspective,  
what is average value of content?  

INMA member survey, 3 August 2009: If you could put an average per-article value -- from the reader's 
perspective -- regarding the editorial content your company produces online, what would that be?  



!  We bundle narrative 
news in print and sell 
time spent and quality of 
eyeballs to advertisers 

!  Advertisers subsidise 
50%-80% of content 
creation, production, 
distribution 

!  We unbundle narrative 
news in digital forms 

!  No model to derive money 
from readers or advertisers 

!  No model to produce 
alternative forms of content 
of value to readers 

What business we’re in 

Printing, 
distribution, 

corporate 

Content           
creation 

Advertising          
sales 

70% 

14% 16% 

Source: Moody’s 



Digitisation of content 
transforming value 

propositions 



Overview: value of content 
!  Content’s pure value is 

declining 

!  Not all content is of equal 
value 

!  Not all platform experiences 
are the same 

!  Today: dumb conversation 
about how to get readers to 
pay for digital content 

!  Tomorrow: understanding how 
reader perceives content in 
different platforms (context) 



Print-centric executives must 
learn to manage multi-media 

!  Do we understand the true 
nature of each medium? 

!  What is “our” USP for each 
medium? 

!  Do we understand consumer 
perception of each medium? 

!  How can we create 
synergistic value in multi-
media? 

!  How can we generate money 
around commodity content? 



Making print like internet 
Making internet like print 



Platform economics:  
ease = low perceived value 

!  Obtaining content 
“frictionless” 

!  Ease of access to 
content damaging 
perceived financial 
value to consumers 

!  Consumers willing to 
pay far less for same 
product outside of 
print 



Print magazine’s value                
in digital spaces 

!  Print magazine: 100% = 
print magazine 

!  E-paper: 47% of print 
copy’s value if an e-paper 

!  Mobile web: 35% of print 
copy’s value if a mobile-
based web site 

!  Computer web: 19% of 
print copy’s value if a 
computer-based web site 

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers 



!  May 25, 2009, redesign and 
content re-engineering focusing 
on Newsweek USPs 

!  Newsweek offers original 
reporting, provocative 
arguments, unique voices 

!  Offers readers opportunities to 
discover new facts and prompt 
unexpected thought 

!  2 types of stories: reported 
narrative and argued essay 

!  Chief casualties: hard news, 
lightly updated news, headlines, 
opinion, instant analysis 

!  “Are we truly adding to the 
conversation?” 

Intense pressure on magazines 



!  What is the value of an article 
within a print bundle? 

!  What are differentiating values of 
narratives disaggregated from 
print and standing alone in 
digital? 

!  What content will consumers pay 
a penny (US$0.01) for? 

!  What content do advertisers 
want to be associated with? 

!  What value do platforms (print, 
e-reader, PC web, mobile) bring 
to content? 

!  In which medium do you flow 
your USP? 

What is the value of your 
content? Your journalism? 



So, how do we monetise 
content of diminishing 

perceived value? 



Understand our audience 

42 hours 
per week 

2.8 hours 
per week 

Source: Center for Digital Future, University of Southern California (2009) 



Segment our audience 

B2C 

B2B 

Memberships 

Will pay for nothing 

Sports niche 
Finance niche 
Contextual alerts 

Database access 
1-click information 
E-commerce 

Specialized content 
Advertiser services 
Events 

Didn’t buy print 
In and out monthly 
Google referrals 



Match audience segments         
with content segments 

Low commercial 
possibilities 

!  Stocks 
!  Scores 
!  National news 
!  Opinion 
!  Archives 
!  Entertainment 

High commercial 
possibilities 

!  Finance 
!  Health 
!  Technology 
!  Contextual services 
!  Local passion niches 

Important rules 
Content we produce is of variable quality 
Audiences we serve are of variable quality 



Content >> platforms 

!  Narratives 
!  Photographs 
!  Videos 
!  Data sets 
!  Mash-ups 
!  Interactions 

!  Print 
!  Mobile 
!  Television 
!  Radio 
!  Computer 
!  DVDs/CDs 



Moving toward                         
hybrid business models 

!  Consumers paying for unique 
passion niches 

!  Businesses paying for hassle-free 
databases, directors 

!  Consumers and businesses pay for 
contextual value from commodity 
content 

!  Foundations supporting 
investigative journalism 

!  Membership value formulas for 
medium-interest audiences 

!  Advertising to cover everything else 

80% Advertising 

20% Circulation 

2009 



Moving toward                         
hybrid business models 

!  Consumers paying for unique 
passion niches 

!  Businesses paying for hassle-free 
databases, directors 

!  Consumers and businesses pay for 
contextual value from commodity 
content 

!  Foundations supporting 
investigative journalism 

!  Membership value formulas for 
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50% Advertising 

10%
 B

2C N
iches 

10% Foundations 

2015? 



Moving toward                         
hybrid business models 

50% Advertising 

10%
 B

2C N
iches 

10% Foundations 

2015? 



What to expect                                 
in next 3 months 

How big a pay wall will Rupert Murdoch erect? 

New York Times: membership or pay wall? 

The Guardian: what form its membership club? 

U.S.: Is it about building audience or protecting print? 



Revolutionary times: 
2011 and beyond 



!  Old gets broken faster 
than new can be put in 
place 

!  Importance of 
experiments aren’t 
apparent at the moment 
they appear 

!  Even revolutionaries 
can’t predict the future 

Nature of revolutions 



!  Written in 1979 by Elizabeth 
Eisenstein 

!  How the world looked different 
before and after printing press 
(1500s) 

!  Bible translated into local languages 

!  Erotic novels appeared 

!  Greek classics flourished, but for first 
time people realised they clashed! 

!  Shrinkage of books allowed for 
portability and cheaper access 

!  As publishing flourished, value of 
literacy grew 

Printing press as an                   
agent of change 



!  Living through 
1500 all over 
again 

!  Easier to see 
what’s broken 
than what will 
replace it 

!  Internet is 40 
years old 

!  Access by general 
public less than 
half that 

!  Access as part of 
everyday life a 
fraction of that 

Revolutionary times 



!  Nothing sacred in a 
recession, so change is 
easier 

!  Unprofitable newspapers 
on certain days of week 
cut 

!  Second-tier newspapers 
die 

!  Under-performing 
newspapers in good 
times die in bad times 

!  Synergies: fewer people 
covering same story 

!  Outsourcing, offshoring, 
centralising operations 

2009-2010: cleaning out 
inefficiencies 



!  Web 3.0: Semantic web will 
anticipate user needs 

!  Semi-structured data: Primary 
product over narrative 
storytelling 

!  Open Source: Technology 
changes so quickly that 
proprietary systems won’t able to 
keep pace with rate of change 

!  Mobile: Rapid advancements in 
mobile technology, wireless 
networks, user interfaces 

!  Journalism explanation and 
memory: Intelligent ways of 
curating old information could 
play big role 

Changes in next 15 months 

Source: Xark 2.0 



!  Information scalability: 
New tools for information 
architecture, findability 
structures 

!  Machine readability: From 
“writing for humans” to 
“writing for 
machines” (Semweb) 

!  Information products: Sell 
datasets of GPS coordinates 
from every news story 

!  Mashups: Combines data 
from 2+ sources into single 
integrated application 

!  Predictive intelligence: Old 
= telling both sides of the 
story; new = finding the 
signal in the noise 

Changes beyond 2011 



Conclusions 



INMA: harvester of ideas 
Constantly in search of global best practices 

North America 
Newspapers: 1,577 

Latin America 
Newspapers: 1,400 

Europe   
Newspapers: 2,398 

Africa      
Newspapers: 400 

Middle East 
Newspapers: 272 Asia         

Newspapers: 5,071 

South Pacific 
Newspapers: 89 



Marketing is both strategy and tactics 

What we market is changing, so more focus on strategy 

Product portfolios expanding, more complexity (organisation) 

How we engage consumers becoming more complex 

2008: why we must change to newsmedia 

2009: what change to newsmedia look like 

2010 will be how to truly become a newsmedia company 

Why today’s conversation             
is different 



The Outlook 
1.  2010: no-growth to slow-growth, uneven recovery across 

advertising categories 

2.  Through 2015: 100% broadband, 100% smartphones, 
double broadband speed. Where does print fit? 

3.  No pending “death of newspapers,” but clear trends through 
2020 with internet disruption 

4.  No one business model, but many; fill the passionate niches 

5.  Different content has different commercial value across 
different platforms: respect the differences 

6.  Prepare for revolutionary times ahead 

7.  And … 



Clock is ticking:                 
change your culture NOW 

When the light at 
the end of the 
tunnel appears, 
pressure to change 
eases 

Less than 12 months of danger (and opportunity) remain 



>> Earl J. Wilkinson 
Executive Director and CEO | INMA 

Newsmedia Outlook 2010 
Last Moments of Danger, Last Moments of Opportunity 


